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## 2-Point Rubric—Short Response

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Response Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **2 Point** | The features of a 2-point response are  
  • Valid inferences and/or claims from the text where required by the prompt  
  • Evidence of analysis of the text where required by the prompt  
  • Relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt  
  • Sufficient number of facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text as required by the prompt  
  • Complete sentences where errors do not impact readability |
| **1 Point** | The features of a 1-point response are  
  • A mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text as required by the prompt  
  • Some relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, and/or other information from the text to develop response according to the requirements of the prompt  
  • Incomplete sentences or bullets |
| **0 Point*** | The features of a 0-point response are  
  • A response that does not address any of the requirements of the prompt or is totally inaccurate  
  • A response that is not written in English  
  • A response that is unintelligible or indecipherable |

* If the prompt requires two texts and the student only references one text, the response can be scored no higher than a 1.

* Condition Code A is applied whenever a student who is present for a test session leaves an entire constructed-response question in that session completely blank (no response attempted).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Essays at this level: 6-8 Writing Evaluation Rubric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Essays at this level: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Essays at this level: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Essays at this level: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Essays at this level: 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**New York State Grade 6-8 Writing Evaluation Rubric**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Rubric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Grader Notes:**

- The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.

- The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.

- The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.

- The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.

- The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.

- The essay demonstrates effective command of language and conventions of standard English, including the correct use of punctuation, spelling, and grammar. The essay is well-organized and clearly articulated. The conclusion effectively summarizes the essay.
Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica

by Liv Arnesen and Ann Bancroft with Cheryl Dahle

Ann woke me at 7:30 on our first morning on the ice. I hadn't slept well. I was still jittery and apprehensive from the wait, like a runner poised in the starting blocks too long. My muscles tingled with pent-up nervous energy. It would be several days into our trek up the Sigyn Glacier before I slept well. Ann fired up the stove to melt ice for the coffee and cocoa mixture that was to become our staple pick-me-up in the morning. It took four hours every day (two hours each morning and two hours each evening) to melt enough ice for one day for the two of us. We would keep the water in insulated thermoses to prevent it from freezing again. We used that water to make all our hot drinks, as well as prepare our food, 80 percent of which consisted of dehydrated meals.

My least favorite of the dried food was the dreaded oatmeal. Neither Ann nor I was particularly fond of oatmeal, especially when it was laced with cooking oil to add extra fat. It tasted like oat-flavored glue and left an oily residue in my mouth. But it was the most efficient way to make a dent in the high-calorie diet we had to consume each day to stay healthy. Each of us burned between 4,200 and 5,000 calories a day—more than twice the average amount—and if we didn't raise our food intake accordingly, our bodies would start to consume themselves, feeding on muscle to avoid starvation. Still, we would spend a few days hauling our sleds on the ice before we were hungry enough to stomach our full morning ration.

Our tent was a red tunnel of fabric with two small foyers, one at the tent opening and the other at the rear. It was about 3.5 feet (1.1 m) tall, so one could sit up inside but walk only hunched far over. We designated the rear foyer as our "kitchen"; this way, whoever was on cooking duty could have space to move about. While Ann sorted through our color-coded food bags for oatmeal packets, I slipped out of my sleeping bag and out of the tent. The view was just breathtaking, like nothing I had seen during my first trip to the continent. Queen Maud Land is rockier than my previous starting point had been. Everywhere I looked, I could see jagged black rocks and glinting white ice and snow. Hidden by that beauty was much danger as well: bottomless chasms in the ice that could swallow us and our sleds with one false step. The intense duality of this place was for me part of its lure.
When I met Ann, her plan then was to begin the crossing from Berkner Island, the most common starting point for trans-Antarctic expeditions. Berkner is at the narrowest span of the continent, where it seems as if the land had been cinched in by a belt, making for the shortest route across. But I had just read *In the Teeth of the Wind*, a book about two Belgians who had skied and sailed a trek that began in Queen Maud Land. I was fascinated by this route, partly because it was relatively unexplored, and partly because of the challenge it presented as the farthest region from our destination point. Starting there would make our route one of the longest ever attempted. And because Ann and I represented the United States and Norway, I thought it would be fun to start from the Norwegian sector of Antarctica, go through the Amundsen-Scott Base at the South Pole (an American research station) to the final point of McMurdo, another American scientific station. I was happy that Ann was intrigued enough by the same points to agree on the different starting location.

I looked south toward Sigyn Glacier. I wished we had time to detour and touch the mountains on either side of the glacier. It was more than tempting. But we were already behind schedule, so we would merely pass between them. By Antarctic standards, the weather was balmy: 10°F (~12°C). I was comfortable standing outside in my long woolen underwear. I couldn't believe we were finally here. The waiting weeks in Cape Town had been frustrating for Einar as well as for me. I could hear the relief in his voice in the last phone call from Cape Town. He loves skiing as much as I do and I hoped for his sake that the winter would come early in Norway. I knew that on the trek ahead, when I would be putting all my weight and strength into pulling my sled through the sticky snow, I would catch myself wishing I were at home gliding behind Einar through the forest with light cross-country equipment and in perfect ski tracks.

"Haahlo!"

I was pulled from my reverie by Stannie, the Slovakian whose food had spoiled while he waited for transport in Punta Arenas and had shared the plane with us. He was attempting to travel across the continent by himself and had camped about sixty feet from us for the first night. He was a small skinny man, and though he spoke little English, Ann and I had exchanged friendly gestures and smiles with him. He was very sweet, and we were intrigued by his equipment, which was so different from ours. He had constructed a strange contraption to get him across the ice, a sort of tractor seat on shocks that was lashed to skis and harnessed to a sail. His idea was to sit down while the wind pulled him along. Ann and I were a little skeptical. That sitting position would give him no ability to shift his weight, steer properly, or react quickly if he fell into a crevasse. The idea would've worked on a flat, frozen sea, but for this rough terrain it was very optimistic—like trying to ski across Antarctica in a La-Z-Boy recliner. But what he lacked in experience he more than made up for in enthusiasm and childlike wonder. Watching him stand outside his tent and wave both arms above his head, I had to smile.
Possible Exemplary Response:
Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18 is mixed. She “dreads” eating the unappealing mixture because it is laced with cooking oil and leaves an “oily residue” in her mouth. She dislikes it so much she says they would spend a few days hauling the sled on ice before they’d get hungry enough to “stomach our full ration.” However, she recognizes eating it as a necessary evil: “it was the most efficient way to make a dent in the high-calorie diet” they each had to consume to stay healthy. Without the extra calories, their bodies would “consume themselves” and they would starve. So albeit disgusting, she eats her oatmeal to stay alive.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
What is Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Liv Arnesen’s attitude towards eating oatmeal was the Liv didn’t like oatmeal due to it being laced with cooking oil to add extra fat. Also, Liv didn’t like the taste of the dreaded oatmeal because it tasted like oat-flavored glue and it left oily residue in Liv’s mouth. However, Liv wanted to put a dent in the high-calorie diet Liv had to consume each day to stay healthy as possible.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18 (Liv didn’t like oatmeal). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (due to it being laced with cooking oil to add extra fat and it tasted like oat-flavored glue and it left oily residue in Liv’s mouth). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18 (even though he didn’t want to eat the oatmeal he still had to). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“My least favorite of the dried food was the dreaded oatmeal” and “But it was the most efficient way to make a dent in the high-calorie diet we had to consume each day to stay healthy”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Liv doesn’t like oatmeal because it leaves an oily residue in her mouth and it tastes like oat-flavored glue.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18 (Liv doesn’t like oatmeal). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (it leaves an oily residue in her mouth and it tastes like oat-flavored glue). This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
What is Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal is like it tasted like “oat-flavored glue” so Liv Arnesen doesn’t like it because it tastes different. It tasted glue and glue, too, nasty.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18 (Liv Arnesen doesn’t like it); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (it tasted like “oat-flavored glue”). This response includes incomplete sentences.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides two concrete details from the text as required by the prompt (“It tasted like oat-flavored glue and left an oily residue in [her] mouth.”, line 12. and They burn between 4200 and 5000 calories a day, so if they did have oatmeal, their bodys would consume muscle and fat to avoid starvation); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18 as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18 (Ungreatful); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (Because she was too busy worrying about how it tasted and not that she had food to eat). This response includes incomplete sentences.
What is Liv Arnesen’s attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

his idea was to sit down while the wind pulled him along

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (his idea was to sit down while the wind pulled him along).
What is Liv Arnesen's attitude toward eating oatmeal in lines 10 through 18? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (I was pulled from recive by Stenie the slovkien whose food had).
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
The central idea of lines 19 through 29 is that their environment is very extreme and evokes strong emotions. This idea is expressed in the last line, which reads, “the intense duality of this place was for me part of its lure.” The tent is small and primitive. The view outside is “breathtaking” but also incredibly dangerous with “jagged black rocks” and “bottomless chasms” that could “swallow” them with one false step.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica” is that in Antarctica there is beauty however, one wrong move and something can go terribly wrong. For example, in the text it states, “The view was just breathtaking like nothing I had seen during my first trip to the continent.” This shows how Lu saw how beautiful the view was. However, she later goes on and says that, “Hidden by that beauty was much danger as well…” This shows the two different sides that this continent, Antarctica, has.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain a central idea of lines 19 through 29 (that in Antarctica there is beauty however, one wrong move and something can go terribly wrong). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details as well as analysis from the text for support as required by the prompt (“The view was just breathtaking like nothing I had seen during my first trip to the continent.” and “Hidden by that beauty was much danger as well…” This shows the two different sides that this continent, Antarctica, has.). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

There is a central idea between lines 19-29. The narrator is explaining the settings to give the reader an idea of how they lived. According to line 19, “Our tent was a red tunnel of fabric with two small foyers.” According to lines 27, “Hidden by that beauty was much danger as well.” It gives the reader an idea that they live in a tent in a dangerous area.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain a central idea of lines 19 through 29 (explaining the settings to give the reader an idea of how they lived.). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Our tent was a red tunnel of fabric with two small foyers” and “Hidden by that beauty was much danger as well.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of lines 19 through 29 is Liv is explaining how beautiful things are and what her journey is like so far. In line 24 she says “The view was just breathtaking, like nothing I had seen during my first trip to the continent.” The view is so beautiful that it took her breath away. In line 28 and 29 it says, “The intense duality of this place was for me part of its lure.” This is what’s making her want to be here.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain a central idea of lines 19 through 29 (Liv is explaining how beautiful things are and what her journey is like so far). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“The view was just breathtaking, like nothing I had seen during my first trip to the continent.” and “The intense duality of this place was for me part of its lure.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain a central idea of lines 19 through 29 (to enjoy the positive what’s around you instead of focusing on the negative thing); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Everywhere I looked, I could see jagged black rocks and glinting white ice and snow”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of lines 19 through 29 is that a red tunnel of fabric with two small foyers, one at the tent opening and the other at the rear, and Queen Maud Land is rockier than my previous starting point had been.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides relevant facts and details from the text for support (a red tunnel of fabric with two small foyers, one at the tent opening and the other at the rear and Queen Maud Land is rockier than my previous starting point had been); however, this response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain a central idea of lines 19 through 29 as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea of lines 19 through 29 are about the tent, and how is it inside (kitchen, room space). Another central idea is about the way it look outside, the snow, the ice, the glacier.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain a central idea of lines 19 through 29 [The central idea of lines 19 through 29 are about the tent, and how is it inside (kitchen, room space)]; however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of “Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica”? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The central idea their Extraordinary Journey was very tuff to do because there food got soilded while they was waiting for the transport. They was waiting for the transport in punta arenas.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (The central idea their Extraordinary Journey was very tuff to do because there food got soilded while they was waiting for the transport).
What is a central idea of lines 19 through 29 of "Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far: Two Women and Their Extraordinary Journey Across Antarctica"? Use two details from the article to support your response.

```
The central idea of lines through 29 of "Excerpt from No Horizon Is So Far" is that Ann need to wake up every morning to melt ice for the coffe and cocoa mixture that was to become our staple pick-me up in the morning. According to the article, it took four hours every day (two hours each morning and two hours each evening) to melt enough ice for one day for the two of us.
```

**Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)**

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (that Ann need to wake up every morning to melt ice for the coffe and cocoa mixture that was to become our staple pick-me up in the morning).
Excerpt from World Without Fish

by Mark Kurlansky

It would seem that the simplest and surest solution to helping fish repopulate the oceans would be to just stop all fishing. After all, a complete end to fishing would remove a constant and important predator from the food chain. But while it might save the fish in the short term, we can’t predict what the environmental impact of suddenly removing a major predator from the ocean would do to the Earth’s natural order.

What’s more, fish have been a staple of the human diet for hundreds of thousands of years. It is an extremely healthy source of protein, and fish, especially the mid-water varieties, are often prescribed by cardiologists to patients with heart disease. And lastly, of course, completely eliminating fishing would destroy peoples’ lives.

To see this requires only a glimpse at modern Newfoundland. After the codfish ban in the 1990s, Newfoundland lost its way of life. Not only were the fishermen put out of work, so were the people who processed fish, and the people who marketed fish, and the people who transported fish. Most of the population, in fact, was out of work, supported solely by the money handed out from the Canadian government to help them.

The cod never returned to Newfoundland and life changed. Where there had been cod, there was now crab. The fishermen were not certain if these crab had moved in because of the absence of the predator, cod, or if they had simply always been there but no one had cared until the cod was gone.

Inshore fishermen who had been getting eighteen and a half cents a pound for cod were now getting a dollar and sixty cents Canadian for crab. Gone were the thirty-foot open-deck skiffs from which the inshore fishermen trapped cod. Now the inshore fishermen drag up their skiffs to lie in the weeds, and buy bigger boats to go farther out and set baited traps. The offshore fishermen started crabbing, too. The draggers removed the huge spools of net from their sterns and hauled in crab traps on pulleys fixed on the sides of the boats. The fish-processing plants were now all crab-processing plants. But it was a short season—about two months in the summer, and only 25,000 pounds of crab were allowed for each license.

Along with the environmental loss, Newfoundland lost its culture. Human beings are part of the natural order, so it’s not surprising to find human society follows the same natural laws as biology. Just as species need diversity in order to survive and prosper, it may be that human civilization needs a wide variety of cultures, different ways of life, in order to survive and prosper. We live in a world in which cultures and ways of life are
vanishing at an enormous rate. In the United States alone, thousands of family farms are closed down every year, changing the relationship of people to the land, the nature of rural life, and the kind of food we eat. Online shopping is threatening the culture of shopkeepers. The world is losing many of its languages. Only eighty-three out of 7,000 languages are commonly spoken today, and linguists estimate that a language from somewhere on earth dies as frequently as every other week.

Many things, not just fish, are in danger of extinction. Fishermen are in danger of extinction. As with animal species, whenever anything is threatened with extinction, it is worthwhile to ask what will take its place. In the case of fishermen, it appears to be tourism.

In Newfoundland, that's already happened. The grocery stores and little shops in just about every little fishing village have started selling souvenirs to visitors. What kind of souvenirs? Cod. Cod hats, cod T-shirts, cod-shaped chocolates, cod-shaped cookies, cod ornaments and sculptures and business-card holders. One line of cod cookies was labeled "endangered species." In the ultimate irony, the restaurants that cater to tourists import cod for their menus because when people travel to Newfoundland, they want to eat cod.

When the parks department of Canada proposed turning Bonavista Bay, a one-time inshore fishing ground, into an aquatic reserve for tourists, the fishermen rebelled. This is one of fishermen's most dreaded scenarios—that their boats will end up in museums and their fishing grounds will be used only for viewing sea life, like the great African plains where tourists go to view animals. The Bonavista Bay fishermen mounted such a vociferous opposition to this plan for their future that the project was dropped.

This tension between the tourism and fishing industries, really a struggle for the character and culture of coastlines, can be seen along many of the seascapes of the world.

Fishing has always attracted people. Many of the most famous fishing ports have drawn artists and writers. One of the most important movements in modern art, fauvism, began in May of 1905 when French painters Henri Matisse and André Derain went to the Mediterranean anchovy port of Collioure and painted the colorful fishing boats in pure, bright colors. Rudyard Kipling's famous book, Captains Courageous, is about a boy who accidentally serves on a Gloucester schooner to the Grand Banks, and the American classic Moby Dick by Herman Melville starts in the New Bedford and Nantucket whale fisheries.

Fishing has always been at the heart of the culture of nations with coastlines. And at first glance, it would seem that tourism and fishing could coexist well. Tourists, like artists, love working fishing towns. But in the conflict between the interests of tourism and fishing, waterfront space becomes a vital issue. Yacht owners pay prices fishermen can't afford for harbor-front mooring and dock space. In the end, they compete for almost everything. A world without fishing would be sad. Coastlines would lose their meaning and coastal people would lose their culture and their primary way of earning money. It was a way of life for thousands of years without destroying the environment. And so governments, fishermen, and scientists need to work together to find a way to fish without destroying the fish.
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
• explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
• explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
• use details from the article to support your response
Fishing for codfish was banned in the 1990s in Newfoundland, which led to a cascade of changes in the region. From fisherman to artists, everyone was touched by the shift away from cod fishing.

The cod fishing ban had the most direct impact on cod fisherman. To indicate the impact on these people in Newfoundland, the author dramatically states that “Newfoundland lost its way of life.” What the author means by this is that the fishermen of Newfoundland lost their jobs as did those in all associated businesses such as processors, marketers, and transporters of codfish. These people became dependent on government support. Then, in the absence of cod, Newfoundlanders went after crab, which was more lucrative but had a shorter fishing season.

Though the ban meant an end to cod fishing in the region, the tourism industry catered to consumers expecting cod fishing to remain a central part of Newfoundland’s culture. Small towns began to sell “Cod hats, cod T-shirts, cod-shaped chocolates, cod-shaped cookies, cod ornaments and sculptures and business-card holders.” Restaurants served cod, even though it had to be imported. These ventures too made money, so much in fact that now there is a war for waterfront space: fishermen versus the tourism industry. The tourism industry competes for mooring dock space with fishermen as well as “almost everything” else.

In the end, the way of life that existed in Newfoundland has changed profoundly because of the ban on fishing for codfish—which ironically have not returned after all. Though the fishermen now catch more lucrative crab, they compete with the tourism industry for their way of life.

**Possible Details to Include:**
- Other relevant text-based details

**Score Points:**
Apply 4-point holistic rubric.
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

Imagine a country unable to fish. How not fishing would change their culture. How these changes would affect fishermen and citizens. And what would happen as a result.

In Newfoundland, a codfish ban was issued in the 1990s. People lost work and were no longer supported by monies sent from Canada. But then they began fishing for crab. Fishermen were being paid more per pound of crab than per pound of cod. Instead of fishing nets for cod, fishermen used bigger boats to go out and set crab traps. People began processing crab, and lives were changed forever.

After all these changes, Newfoundland
lost its culture of depending on cod. Shops in Newfoundland that once sold goods now sell cod souvenirs to tourists. Cod hats, shirts, food, ornaments, everything. Because tourists expect to eat cod restaurants in Newfoundland started importing cod. Fishermen rebelled when the Canadian government wanted to turn fishing for fish into an aquatic area for tourists. Fishermen feared their boats would be in museums. As a result, the project was dropped.

Banning cod greatly changed the way of life in Newfoundland. People had to turn to crab. They were forced to sell cod-modelling souvenirs. Tourism led fishermen to rebel. People were missing cod fishing. Tensions between fishing and tourism negatively affect a country. People in Newfoundland must be wondering how cod expectations from tourists will affect them next.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task and purpose (Imagine a country unable to fish. How not fishing would change their culture. How these changes would affect fishermen and citizens. And what would happen as a result). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (After all these changes, Newfoundland lost its culture of depending on cod; Banning cod greatly changed the way of life in Newfoundland; Tourism led fishermen to rebel; Tensions between fishing and tourism can negatively affect a country). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant, well-chosen details from the text (Fishermen rebelled when the Canadian government wanted to turn a fishing port into an aquatic area for tourists; Because tourists expect to eat cod, restaurants in Newfoundland started importing cod; People had to turn to crab; They were forced to sell cod-mocking souvenirs; People were missing cod fishing). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (But then they began, Instead of, After all these changes, As a result). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (Imagine a country, only supported by money sent from Canada, list its culture of depending on cod, led fishermen to rebel). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (People in Newfoundland must be wondering how cod expectations from tourists will affect them next). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors that do not hinder comprehension (changing and Après ce).
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

After the codfish ban in the 1990s, the people of Newfoundland were changed and affected deeply. People lost their jobs, became out of work, and the town you flocks with tourism.

The way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban in the major ways. First, the lost state, the cod never returned to Newfoundland and life changed. There were no cod, there was no cod. The fish-processing plants were not all fish-processing plants. Furthermore, there were no more cod in the formerly cod-rich area, and there was no such as the once famous for cod city. Now, people need to find other ways to earn money, instead. The changes in Newfoundland affected both fishermen and tourists because everyone was related to fishing.
The change in Newfoundland affected both fishers and townpeople because everyone was related to fishing in one way or another. The text states: “Notably were the fishermen put out of work so were the people who processed fish and the people who marketed fish and the people who transported fish. Most of the population...” This proves after the loss of the fish, everyone was affected economically. The text also states: “I propose turning Bonavista Bay into an aquatic reserve for tourists.” I’m seeing Newfoundland and its people were almost solely rely on tourists to keep their economy up. In concluding, the people of Newfoundland were forced to change drastically after the cod ban. Everyone wasn’t in a good position for a while.”
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that is compelling and follows logically from the task and purpose (After the codfish ban in the 1990’s, the people of Newfoundland were changed and affected deeply. People lost their jobs, became out of work, and the town now floods with tourism). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (The way of life in Newfoundland changes after the codfish ban in two major ways: The once famous for cod city had now resulted in making everything crab; since the town was at an extreme loss for cod and money they started selling cod souvenirs to tourists instead; The changes in Newfoundland affected both fishermen and townspeople because everyone was related to fishing in one way or another; This proves after the loss of the fish everyone was affected economically). The topic is developed with the sustained use of varied, relevant evidence from the text (“The cod never returned to Newfoundland and life changed. Where there had been cod, there was now crab... The fish-processing plants were now all crab-processing plants.”; “...it appears to be tourism. In Newfoundland, that’s already happened... started selling souvenirs to visitors.”; Not only were the fishermen put out of work so were the people who processed fish, and the people who marketed fish and the people who transported fish. Most of the population... ’). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (After, became, and, Furthermore, now, so the once, In essence, since, because, The text also states, In conclusion). A formal style is established and maintained using grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (changed and affected deeply, floods with tourism, once famous for cod city, extreme loss, forced to change drastically). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, the people of Newfoundland were forced to change drastically after the cod ban. Everyone wasn’t in a good position for a while). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors that do not hinder comprehension.
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

In Newfoundland, there was a ban on codfish. Codfish was a very important aspect in people’s lives there. So, after the ban, Newfoundland lost its way of life. But, why exactly?

Newfoundland lost its way of life because in a way codfish was their life. It provided many men or women with jobs. Cod are also a great and healthy meal for people living there. After the ban, all of that completely changed. Even the people who aren’t the ones fishing. Fisherman not being able fish affects people who process, sell, and transport fish. Therefore, everything kind of just tumbles down.

The changes in Newfoundland affected fishermen drastically. Many people lost their job and what they do for a living. Not only them but other...
people living in Newfoundland. Codfish is like a legacy in that city. Almost like how New York City is known for the bright lights in Times Square. Maybe, for some way losing codfish was a tragedy.

It’s very ironic too! The ban on fishing for cod was supposed to help the fish survive more and reproduce yet, they are gone afterwards. The crabs come along but there are slow seasons with them. There isn’t much to catch. Hopefully life in Newfoundland is better.

Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In Newfoundland, there was a ban on cod-fish; So, after the ban Newfoundland lost its way of. But, why exactly?). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (Newfoundland lost its way of life because in a way codfish was their life; After the ban all of that completely changed. Even the people who aren’t the ones fishing; The changes in Newfoundland and affected fishermen drastically! Codfish is like a legacy in that city; Maybe for some way losing codfish was a tragedy; It’s very ironic too! The ban on fishing for cod was supposed to help the fish survive more and reproduce yet, they are gone afterwards). The topic is developed with relevant evidence from the text (It provided many men or women with jobs; Fisherman not being able fish affects people who process, sell, and transport fish; Many people lost their job and what they do for a living. Not only them but other people living in Newfoundland.). Clear organization is exhibited with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (So, because in a way, also, After the ban, Even the people, Not only them but, Almost, Maybe). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary (ban on codfish, lost its way of life, completely changed, a tragedy). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (Hopefully life in Newfoundland is better). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors that do not hinder comprehension (Even and completely).
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

The way of life in Newfoundland changed by fisherman were out of work, people who processed fish, and the people who marketed fish, and the people who transported fish. Also the cod never returned to Newfound land. There are now crabs instead of cod. For example “After the codfish ban in the 1990s, Newfound land lost it’s way of life. Not only were the fisherman put out of work, so were the people who processed fish, and the people who marketed fish, and the people who transported fish. Most of the
Population, in fact, was out of work, supported solely by the money handed out from the Canadian government to help them. This evidence shows that it put a lot of people out work. It destroy people's life.

These changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland by the cod never coming back only crabs. For example: "Inshore fishermen who had been getting eighteen and half cents a pound for cod were now getting a dollar and sixty cents Canadian for crabs. This shows they're not getting paid as much anymore. Another piece of evidence is "Newfoundland lost its culture." Human beings are part of the natural order, so it's not surprising to find human society follows the same natural laws as biology." This evidence shows that Newfoundland never came back together, they lost its culture... more.

In conclusion, as you can see fish does impact a lot on our lives. It destroy a lot of people like losing their jobs, not getting paid as much, etc.
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (The way of life in Newfoundland did change by losing a lot of jobs. It effected both fisherman and other people in Newfoundland). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (This evidence shows that if put a lot of people out work. It destroy people’s life; These changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland by the cod never coming back only crabs; This shows their not getting paid as much anymore; This evidence shows that Newfoundland never came back together, they lost it’s culture). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant evidence, with some lack of variety from the text (“After the codfish ban in the 1990s, Newfoundland lost it’s way of life. Not only were the fishermen put out work, so were the people who processed fish, and the people who marketed fish and the people who transported fish. Most of the population, in fact, was out of work, supported soley by the money handed out from the Canadian government to help them.”; Inshore fisherman who had been getting eighteen and half cents a pound for cod were now getting a dollar and sixty cents Canadian for crabs; “Newfoundland lost it’s culture . . .”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (the author states that after the, Also, For example, This evidence shows, These changes affect both, Another piece of evidence is). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary. The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (In conclusion, as you can see fish does impact alot, on our lifes. It destroy a lot of people like losing there jobs not, getting paid as much). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with some errors that do not hinder comprehension (effected, lost it’s culture, soley, alot, lifes, It destroy, there jobs).
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

After the codfish ban in the 1990s, the way of life in Newfoundland changed. People were put out of work. The cod never returned, culture was lost and there was an environmental loss too.

People living in Newfoundland had to adopt a new way of life. In paragraph four the author says, “The cod never returned to Newfoundland and life changed. Where there had been cod, there was now crab.” In paragraph six the author says, “Along with the environmental loss, Newfoundland lost its culture.” He also states, “Just as species need diversity in order to survive and prosper, it may be that...
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (After the codfish ban in the 1990s, the way of life in Newfoundland changed. People were put out of work, the cod never returned, culture was lost and there was an environmental loss too). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the text (People living in Newfoundland had to adopt a new way of life). The topic is developed with relevant details from the text (“The cod never returned to Newfoundland” and life changed. Where there had been cod there was now crab.”; along with the environmental loss, Newfoundland lost its culture.”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (After the codfish ban, and there was, too, In paragraph four, He also states, Without). The concluding statement or section follows from the topic and information presented (Without fishing jobs were lost and everyone in Newfoundland especially fishermen had to adopt a new way of life that was very different from the one that they had been used to). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with some errors that do not hinder comprehension (Without fishing jobs were lost).
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

The way of life in Newfoundland changed dramatically after the Codfish Ban. The Codfish Ban changed the way of life in Newfoundland by costing people their jobs. Not only did it cost fishermen their jobs but also the other people in Newfoundland. For example, in the text it states, "Not only were the fishermen put out of work, so were the people who processed fish, and the people who marketed fish, and the people who transported fish." This evidence shows how many were put out of work and no longer had a job from this ban.
Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (*The way of Life in Newfoundland changed dramatically after the codfish ban*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (*The Codfish ban changed the way of life in Newfoundland by costing people their jobs and this evidence shows how many were put out of work and no longer had a job from this ban*). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence (“Not only were the fisherman put out of work so were the people who processed fish, and the people who market fish and the people who transported fish.”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (by costing, Not only did it cost, For example, in the text it states, This evidence shows, All in all). The concluding statement or section follows from the topic and information presented (*All in all, you can clearly see that the Codfish Ban impacted more than just fisherman. It put people out of jobs, changed cultures and most importantly it changes life in Newfoundland*). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with some errors that do not hinder comprehension.
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

The way of life in Newfoundland changed after the cod fish ban because after the cod got taken away, crab came in. Now one knew if the crab had always been there or if it just came in. Also Newfoundland lost its culture.

Just as species need diversity to survive, humans need different types of culture to be different in world.

The fishermen were affected from this because the fishermen were put out of work and so weren’t the people who processed the fish, marketed fish, and transported fish. Most of the population was out of work.
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban because after the cod got taken crab came in). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the text (the fisherman were affected from this because the fisherman were put out of work and so weren’t the people who processed the fish and marketed the fish, and transported fish; In order to get money they had to start crabbing). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence (Newfoundland lost it’s culture; Most of the population was out of work supported by the money handed out from the Canadian Government; The inshore fisherman had been getting eighteen and a half cents a pound of cod but they are now getting a dollar sixty cents Canadian crab). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (because, Also, In order to). This response does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension (after the cod got taken and so weren’t the people).
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

The way of life in Newfoundland changed. Fishermen, fish processors, and fish marketers all lost their jobs. The majority of residents were out of work. Also, after the codfish weren’t being fished for, they left and crabs replaced them. This resulted in lower pay for the fishermen and disorder in Newfoundland. The fisherman also had to travel further and there was a shorter season to hunt crabs.
This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “New Foundland lost its way of life”). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the text (The way of life in Newfoundland changed; Also after the codfish weren’t being fished for, they left and crabs replaced them; This resulted in lower pay for the fishermen and disorder in Newfoundland). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence (Fishermen, fish processors and fish marketers all lost their jobs and The majority of residents were out of work and The fisherman also had to travel further and there was a shorter season to hunt crabs). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (Also and This resulted). This response does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension.
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

The way of life in Newfoundland changed negatively after the codfish ban. For instance, Inshore fisherman who had been getting eighteen and a half cents a pound for cod were now getting a dollar and sixty cents Canadian for crab. This shows how Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban.

Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (The way of life in Newfoundland changed negatively after the codfish ban). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the text (This shows how Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence (Inshore fisherman who had been getting eighteen and a half cents a pound for cod were now getting a dollar and sixty cents Canadian for crab). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (after, For instance, This shows). This response does not provide a concluding statement. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions with occasional errors that do not hinder comprehension.
Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (After the Codfish ban, the Newfoundland really did lose it’s way of life). The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (Without the codfish the fishermen didn’t have fish to fish for, the fish processor didn’t have fish to process). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence (The marketors didn’t have fish to sell and fish transporters didn’t have fish to transport). The response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors (the Newfoundland really did lose it’s way).
Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (*People lost a lot of money & started crabbing and many people have poor*). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence (*People lost a lot of money & started crabbing*). The response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.
In “Excerpt from World Without Fish,” the author states that after the codfish ban, “Newfoundland lost its way of life” (line 11). How did the way of life in Newfoundland change? How did these changes affect both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland? Use details from the article to support your response.

In your response, be sure to
- explain how the way of life in Newfoundland changed after the codfish ban
- explain how these changes affected both fishermen and other people in Newfoundland
- use details from the article to support your response

Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (The way of life changed by the way the fisherman were put out of work). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence (people who process the fish & people who transport the fish). The response exhibits little attempt at organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the text and task (World Without Fish the author states that the codfish ban is stupid. The codfish got banned because the codfish are big mean fish that kill other fish). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits no evidence of organization and no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with frequent errors.
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the text and task (*In “Excerpt from World Without Fish” the author describes a place called Newfoundland*). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits little attempt at organization; however, no concluding statement is provided. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions.
I.Q. Rising

by Patricia Cohen

When the social scientist James R. Flynn started analyzing more than 50 years' worth of I.Q. scores, he noticed something peculiar. On tests that assessed vocabulary used in everyday life, adults showed enormous gains—nearly 18 points. That made sense. Many more people attend college and work in professions now than in 1950. But when he examined children's scores, he was surprised by how far behind they lagged. Usually facility with words trickles down; children hear and absorb parents' expanded vocabulary and discussions. But that hadn't happened. Children's I.Q. showed only a 4.4 percent gain.

"I.Q. gains over time pose interesting questions about American society," Mr. Flynn said, speaking from his home in Otago, New Zealand, "and this is one of the most interesting."

Mr. Flynn is accustomed to puzzling questions. After uncovering one of the most intriguing mysteries surrounding intelligence research—that each generation has significantly higher I.Q. scores than the previous one—he has spent more than 25 years trying to explain why.

The reason, Mr. Flynn says, is not that the human brain suddenly and rapidly evolved. Rather, with modernization, we have come to look at the world through what he calls "scientific spectacles." We now reflexively organize information into abstract categories and discern complex relationships between concepts—the very skills that intelligence tests assess. The average 30-point rise in scores during the past century is now known as the Flynn effect.

Mr. Flynn revisits this groundbreaking work in his new book, "Are We Getting Smarter? Rising IQ in the Twenty-First Century," as well as in more recent research on I.Q. gains for women and for populations in the developing world. In findings announced this summer, Mr. Flynn showed that women for the first time had pulled ahead of men, possibly a result of the more demanding roles women have assumed as they juggle family and jobs, and their increased access to higher education.

Of course, I.Q. testing remains a contentious area of social science. But Mr. Flynn's research shows that whatever it is an I.Q. test measures, scores are mutable.¹ He resists the current fashion of seeking genetic explanations for the data. Whether talking about gender or race, he insists, gains show that I.Q. differences are not biological but social and

¹ mutable: continually changing
“Brain physiology has a fascination that tempts us to forget all we know about human behavior on the personal and social level,” he writes.

Thus, it is not surprising that culture is where Mr. Flynn looks to explain the vocabulary gap between parents and their children. Mr. Flynn analyzed results from two widely used I.Q. tests. On the sections designed to evaluate math, adults improved only slightly more than children between 1950 and 2005—a testament to what Mr. Flynn maintains is the failure of the educational system to make people of any age comfortable with numbers. But on “active vocabulary”—words you might call up to use in everyday conversation, rather than those you would have to see in context to recognize—adults bounded ahead. Contrary to expectations, younger respondents failed to keep up.

Mr. Flynn has a theory: that since the 1950s, when adolescence began to emerge as a distinct culture, generations of teenagers increasingly segregated themselves from the adult world. “Who would have thought that child and teenage subcultures would have become so powerful and inward looking as to keep them from being socialized into the linguistic mainstream,” Mr. Flynn said. “Even younger children seem somehow more culturally distant from their parents.” He notes that children read and write less, and thanks to texting are more accustomed to spelling phonetically.

The good news is that differences in I.Q.s disappeared once children reached adulthood and entered the working world. The gap’s rate of increase also began to slow in 1995. After all, relations between the generations were much more strained in the late ’60s and ’70s. The proliferation of Skype and cell phones has brought generations closer. Just look at helicopter parents.3

These are the questions that intrigue Mr. Flynn. However much scores change, he emphasizes, the cause is not to be found in a test tube. Behind I.Q. curves are social developments, he says. “There are real people living out their lives.”

---

2 proliferation: rapid growth
3 helicopter parents: an informal term used to describe overprotective parents
Possible Exemplary Response:
The author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest in I.Q. by describing an interesting and puzzling piece of data about the difference in adult versus child I.Q. scores on a test that assessed vocabulary gains during a 50 year period. The author describes this discovery as “something peculiar” to draw the reader’s curiosity. What the author writes about is a discovery by James R. Flynn that on I.Q. tests that assessed vocabulary use in everyday life, adults gained 18 points, whereas children only gained 4.4 percentage points. This piece of data is meant to intrigue the reader.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q. (The author captures an interest with a brief recap of I.Q.’s depending on age and provides interesting facts along with a questionable statement). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“on tests that assessed vocabulary used in everyday life, adults showed huge gains—nearly 18 points.” and “Along with background information, we also had a subtle wondering left when she said, “usually (...) children hear and absorb parents’ expanded vocabulary and discussions. But that hadn’t happened. Childrens I.Q. showed only a 4.4 gain.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the author use lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q.? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q. by comparing adults scores to children’s scores. In lines 2 it says “on tests that assessed vocabulary used in everyday life, adults showed enormous gains—nearly 18 points.” Another detail is “but when he examined children’s scores, he was surprised by how far behind they lagged.” These examples show how the author built the reader’s interest about I.Q.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q. (by comparing adults scores to children’s scores). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“On tests that assessed vocabulary used in everyday life, adults showed enormous gains—nearly 18 points.” and “but when he examined children’s scores, he was surprised by how far behind they lagged.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In lines 1 through 7, the author gets the reader's interest by talking about an unusual event. The article states, “When the social scientist James R. Flynn started analyzing more than 50 years’ worth of I.Q. scores, he noticed something peculiar” (lines 1-2). The use of the word “peculiar” intrigues the reader. The article also states, “Usually facility with words trickles down; children hear and absorb parents’ expanded vocabulary and discussions. But that hadn’t happened” (lines 5-7). The contradiction of normal expectations and the mention of children both grab the attention of the reader.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q. (by talking about an unusual event). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“When the social scientist James R. Flynn started analyzing more than 50 years’ worth of I.Q. scores, he noticed something peculiar” (lines 1-2). The use of the word “peculiar” intrigues the reader. and “Usually facility with words trickles down; children hear and absorb parents’ expanded vocabulary and discussions. But that hadn’t happened” (lines 5-7)). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the author use lines 1 through 7 to build the reader's interest about I.Q.? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The author uses those lines by stating how much adults I.Q. gained by about 18 points and how childrens I.Q. was lagging behind and only gained 4.4 percent in I.Q.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (by stating how much adults I.Q. gained by about 18 points and how childrens I.Q. was lagging behind and only gained 4.4 percent in I.Q.); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q. as required by the prompt. This response includes a complete sentence where errors do not impact readability.
How does the author use lines 1 through 7 to build the reader's interest about I.Q.? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The author uses lines 1-7 to build up interest about I.Q. by comparing Adult IQ to children IQ. This grabs the reader's attention because it explains that although children do grasp vocabulary they hear from adults, it doesn't make them any smarter.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader's interest about I.Q. (to build up interest about I.Q. by comparing Adult IQ to children IQ); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the author use lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q.? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest. For example, lines 1 through 7 talk about I.Q. scores. In the text, it says more people attend college and work in professions. According to the text, children hear and absorb parents’ expanded vocabulary.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text (According to the text, children hear and absorb parents expanded vocabulary); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how the author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q. as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How does the author use lines 1 through 7 to build the reader's interest about I.Q? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader's interest about I.Q by telling them that children read and write less because of the electronics that are here now in day. And also that in Math adults have improved more than childrens.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)
This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is totally inaccurate (by telling them that childrens read and write less because of the electronics that are here now).
How does the author use lines 1 through 7 to build the reader’s interest about I.Q.? Use two details from the article to support your response.

The author uses lines 1 through 7 to build the reader's interest about I.Q.'s to show how they work. The author uses lines 1 through 7 to show how important the I.Q.'s are and how they could affect you in the future.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (to show how they work. The author uses lines 1 through 7 to show how important the I.Q.’s are and how they could affect you in the future).
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores because of a failure of the education system in math. According to Flynn, the system fails “to make people of any age comfortable with numbers.” Not only did children not do well on math, adults did not either. This explains why math scores did not increase. In language scores, adults experienced gains in “active vocabulary,” which would be used in everyday conversation, providing a possible explanation as to why these scores have increased while math scores did not.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
Based on James R. Flynn's research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Based on James R. Flynn's research, gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores because in language you do it practically every second—through conversation, but in math it's just that people are sometimes not so comfortable with numbers. As it states “But on ‘Active vocabulary’ words you might call up to use in everyday conversation...”

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores (because in language you do it practically every second—with conversation). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (but in math it’s just that people are sometimes not so comfortable with numbers and “But on ‘Active vocabulary’ words you might call up to use in everyday conversation...”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

According to Flynn’s research, there were huge gains in language scores between the 1900s and today, but there were less gains in math scores. This is due to the fact that more people receive a better education and have a better job today than before. “Many more people attend college and work in professions now than in 1950.” (lines 3-4) However, math scores didn’t share this huge gain because although education has improved over the past 50 years, “…the failure of the educational system to make people of any age comfortable with numbers.” (lines 36-37). Even though the society has changed over these past 50 years, human brains could only evolve so much over language and math.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides two valid inferences from the text to explain why gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores (due to that fact that more people receive a better education and have a better job today than before and Even though the society has changed over these past 50 years, human brains could only evolve so much over language and math). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt [“Many more people attend college and work in professions now than in 1950.” (lines 3-4) and although education has improved over the past 50 years, “…the failure of the educational system to make people of any age comfortable with numbers.” (lines 36-37)]. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Based on James R. Flynn’s research, the gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores because people are more comfortable with language than with math. In lines 36 to 37, Flynn says that there has been less gains in math scores because, “the failure of the educational system to make people of any age comfortable with numbers.” This shows that if people were more comfortable with numbers and didn’t stress about them, there would be more improvement in math scores. In lines 37 to 39, it says, “But on “active vocabulary- words you might call up to use in everyday conversation… adults bounded ahead.” This explains that as adults learn new words and starts using them in their vocabulary, they become more comfortable with the language, and apply it to other places. Both of these two details show that if you’re more comfortable, there is room to make improvement, and that is what people did with their language scores.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores (because people are more comfortable with language than with math). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (In lines 36 to 37, Flynn says that there has been less gains in math scores because, “the failure of the educational system to make people of any age comfortable with numbers.” and “But on “active vocabulary- words you might call up to use in everyday conversation… adults bounded ahead.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Gains in language scores are greater than math scores because language is something a person does and uses fluently. Whereas with math, people use it a lot, but not as an everyday occurrence, 24/7.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores (because language is something a person does and uses fluently. Whereas with math, people use it a lot, but not as an everyday occurrence, 24/7); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Based on James R. Flynn's research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Gains in language scores have been greater than gain in math scores because in James R. Flynn’s research he believes since we use more vocabulary in our daily lives than math we are bound to do better. Though some people think it has to do with gender or race it doesn’t have an effect at all. Between 1950 and 2005... adults only did a little better on the math testing. Proving that we don’t use math as much as we think we do.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain why gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores (since we use more vocabulary in our daily lives than math we are bound to do better); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (“Between 1950 and 2005...” adults only did a little better on the math testing). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores, because in math, adults improved only slightly more than children, but in active vocabulary that we use every day life, adults bounded ahead. Children couldn’t keep up. According to “I.Q. Rising,” it states, “On the sections designed to evaluate math adults improved only slightly more than children between 1950 and 2005...” This shows that in math, adults improved slightly than in children. According to “I.Q. Rising” it states, “But on “active vocabulary”- words you might call up to use in everyday conversation, rather than those...adults bounded ahead.” This shows that adults were improving much more in language scores.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“On the sections designed to evaluate math, adults improved only slightly more than children between 1950 and 2005...” and “But on “active vocabulary”- words you might call up to use in everyday conversation, rather than those...adults bounded ahead.”); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain why gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

On James R. Flynn’s research, there have been gains in language scores and greater gains in math score because children read and write less and to texting there are more accustomed to spelling phonetically. So I'm guessing it means that children are learning how to spell while they are texting.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is totally inaccurate (because children read and write less and to texting there are more accustomed to spelling phonetically. So I'm guessing it means that children are learning how to spell while they are texting).
Based on James R. Flynn’s research, why have gains in language scores been greater than gains in math scores? Use two details from the article to support your response.

Gains in language scores have been greater than gains in math scores because “generations of teenagers increasingly segregated themselves from the adult world” (lines 41, 42). Children read and write less, and thanks to texting, are more accustomed to spelling phonetically (lines 43, 44). This explains why young children are not as good with active vocabulary.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt [“generations of teenagers increasingly segregated themselves from the adult world” (lines 41, 42)].
Fifteen-year-old María, who was born in Puerto Rico, has moved to New York City with her father.

“Who Are You Today, María?”
from Call Me María

by Judith Ortiz Cofer

Abuela\(^1\) knocks on my bedroom door. She has come to my room this morning to watch me choose my outfit for Who You Are Day at school. This is a day when we are allowed to dress in clothes that we think tell the world who we really are. (Within reason, our principal warned—no extremes will be tolerated. I hope that her definition of the word *extreme* is the same as my friend Whoopee’s. Nothing that she will put on this morning has ever been seen on this planet, much less at school.)

Abuela makes herself comfortable on my bed as I put on my costume of myself made up of pieces of my life. I thought about my Who You Are Day outfit a lot. Mr. Golden told us in English class to think about our choices: are you going to walk around as a joke or as a poem? I have a suspicion that our teachers have allowed us this chance to dress up as ourselves for a reason. Our school is already a united nations, a carnival, and a parade all at once. There are students from dozens of different countries, and we do not always get along. Most of us are too shy to talk to others outside our little circles, and so misunderstandings come up. The principal has tried almost everything. The Who You Are Day is another of her crazy ideas to get us to communicate. In each of my classes, the teacher said, let us know something about what has made you who you are by what you wear to school tomorrow. It all sounds like a conspiracy to me. But I like dressing up so I do not complain like the boys have been doing. Most of them hate the idea!

Abuela looks at my choices hanging on the door and shakes her head, smiling, like she did when we went to see *Cats*. It is a smile that says, I do not understand, but if it is important to María, I will bear it the best I can. She is elegant even at 7:00 A.M. in her embroidered silk robe and red velvet slippers. She has wrapped a shawl over her shoulders because she is always cold in our *cueva*, as she calls the apartment. The shawl was handmade by her mother and it is Abuela’s most prized possession. As a little girl, I liked to put it over my head because the pattern of sequins made a night sky full of stars and because it smelled like Abuela.

---

\(^1\) *abuela*: the Spanish word for grandmother
Abuela sips from her cup of café con leche as she watches me.

I feel a little strange about being in my underwear in front of her and go in my closet with my choices, which are:

My mother's red skirt that she wore when she had a part in a musical play on the Island. I have played dress-up with it since I was five years old, but it finally fits me perfectly. It is the kind of skirt that opens like an umbrella when you turn in circles.

A top I sewed together from an old sari. Uma's mother was going to throw away. It is turquoise blue with silver edges.

And finally, over my sari, I will wear my father's sharkskin suit jacket—it's big on me but I can roll up the sleeves. It is what he likes to wear when he sings at rent parties. Under the light, it changes colors and seems to come alive as the design shifts and moves. Papi says it is great for dancing; you don't even need a partner.

And finally, tall platform shoes we found buried deep in Whoopee's closet, circa 1974, she told me. Whoopee collects antique shoes to go with her science fiction outfits. It is a fashion statement; she will tell anyone who asks. No one knows what the statement means, and that is just fine with Whoopee.

When I part the clothes in my closet and come out like an actor in a play, Abuela's eyes open wide. Before she can say anything, I point to each piece of my outfit and say a name: Mami, Papi, Uma, and Whoopee.

Abuela's face changes as she begins to understand the meaning of my fashion statement.

"Ahora sé quién eres, María, y quién puedes ser, si quieres. Ven acá, mi amor."

Abuela says that she knows who I am and who I may be if I choose. I have heard those words before but I don't remember when or where. Abuela embraces me and kisses my face several times. This is a Puerto Rican thing. It goes on for a while. I close my eyes to wait it out and I suddenly inhale a familiar scent. When I open my eyes, I see a starry sky. Abuela has put her shawl over my head.

"Algo mio para tu día de ser quién eres, mi hija," she tells me. Something of mine for your day of being who you are. She is letting me borrow her mother's beautiful shawl!

All day at school, I feel elegant. Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of the words my grandmother quoted to me: I know who you are and who you may be if you choose. And when I go into Mr. Golden's class and his eyes ask me, Who are you today, María? I will say by the way I walk in, head held high, that today I am a poem.

---

2 sari: a long piece of cloth that is wrapped around the body and head or shoulder and worn by women in southern Asia

3 Uma: one of María's school friends

4 rent party: a party given to raise money for the host's rent
Possible Exemplary Response:
A theme developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” is that of communicating to break down barriers caused by differences. María says her school is a “united nations” of students from different countries who “do not always get along.” The purpose of dressing up in a way that shows who you are is to get the students to “communicate.” The hope is to avoid the “misunderstandings” that have contributed to a school climate that is not as friendly as it could be.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
The theme developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María is that people come from different countries so you sometimes live different and learn different. One detail to support my response is on line 13, where it says, “Most of us are too shy to talk to others outside our little circles.” Another detail to support my response is on line 12 where it says, “There are students from dozens of different countries, and we do not always get along.” These two details show how people are different and support my response.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María (people come from different countries so you sometimes live different and learn different). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Most of us are too shy to talk to others outside our little circles.” and “There are students from dozens of different countries and we do not always get along.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María (clothing is another way of expressing yourself). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt [“...let us know something about what has made you who you are by what you wear to school tomorrow” (16-17 Cofer) and “Are you going to walk around as a joke or as a poem” (9-10 Cofer). This says that you can either take this as a joke or express yourself through it]. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a theme developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The theme develops in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María is that it is good to show who you are to people. In the text, it says, “I thought about my Who are you Day outfit.” Also, the text says, “are you going to walk around like a joke or a poem?” That shows just dress like you want to dress.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María (that it is good to show who you are to people). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“I thought about my Who are you Day outfit” and “are you going to walk around like a joke or a poem.” That shows just dress like you want to dress). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a theme developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The theme that is developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María is, A suspense of culture. What I mean by this is they are suspicious about what culture dress they might wear. On lines 11 to 12 it says, Our school is already a united nations, a carnival, and a parade all at once.” Also it states on Lines 12-13, “There are students from dozens of different countries, and we do not always get along.”

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (On lines 11 to 12 it says, Our school is already a united nations, a carnival, and a parade all at once.” and Also it states on Lines 12-13, “There are students from dozens of different countries, and we do not always get along.”); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a theme developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from *Call Me María*? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The Theme developed in lines 1 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from *Call Me María* is suspicion. This is because in the story, María brings up how she thinks that the teachers are doing the “Who You Are Day” project for a reason even though the teachers don’t bring one up. She also shows suspicion by stating how she believes the whole school is a conspiracy.

*Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)*

This response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (*Maria brings up how she thinks that the teachers are doing the, “Who You Are Day” project for a reason*); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from *Call Me María* as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what theme is developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María (don’t worry about what anyone else thinks just worry about what you think about yourself); however, the response does not provide two relevant details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
What is a theme developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Abuela says that she knows who I am and who I may be if I choose. I have heard

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (Abuela says that she knows who I am and who I may be if I choose).
What is a theme developed in lines 7 through 18 of “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Maria is the school according to the article. The who you are day is another of her crazy ideas to get us to communicate.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt, and is inaccurate (Maria is the school according to the article. The who you are day is another of her crazy ideas to get us to communicate).
Possible Exemplary Response:
In “Who Are You Today, María?” from *Call Me María*, what does the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveal about María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Possible Details to Include:
- Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
In “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María, what does the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveal about María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

This shows that María isn’t afraid to be herself. In the story it says, “All day at school, I feel elegant. Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of words my grandmother quoted to me: I know who are and who you may be if you choose” and then it says “Who are you today, María? I will say by the way I walk in, head held high, that today I am a poem.” This shows that she is not ashamed of who she is.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveals about María (that María isn’t afraid to be herself). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“All day at school, I feel elegant. Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of words my grandmother quoted to me: I know who are and who you may be if you choose” and “Who are you today, María? I will say by the way I walk in, head held high, that today I am a poem.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María, what does the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveal about María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

It reveals that María has become a confident young lady who doesn't care how others think of her. For example in line 56 she says that she feels elegant. Also in line 56 and in 57 she says whenever someone tries to make fun of her and her costume, she reminds herself of what her grandmother has told her. Also in the beginning of the story when she is picking out clothes she finds clothes that matter to her and that she thinks look good, when she gets to school she doesn't go and take certain arts off that she doesn't like, she brings clothes that she wanted to wear. To walk around like a poem is to be proud of who you are or how you dress.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveals about María (be proud of who you are or how you dress). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (in line 56 she says that she feels elegant and Also in line 56 and in 57 she says whenever someone tries to make fun of her and her costume, she reminds herself of what her grandmother has told her). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In “Who Are You Today, María?” from *Call Me María*, what does the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveal about María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

It reveals that María is a loving person who is proud of her family. In lines 30 through 42, María puts on some of her parents’ clothes to represent her love for them. Also, when abuela gives María her shawl for the day, it completes the outfit because now she is representing her whole family through the clothes she is wearing.

**Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)**

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveals about María (*Maria is a loving person who is proud of her family*). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (*In lines 30 through 42, María puts on some of her parents’ clothes to represent her love for them and when abuela gives María her shawl for the day, it completes the outfit because now she is representing her whole family through the clothes she is wearing*). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
The phrase "today I am a poem" reveals multiple characteristics about María. First, it shows that she cares about her appearance. The phrase "I am a poem" is most likely a metaphor for how someone presents themselves. It conveys the idea that her outfit will make people think, and react in a positive way, such as a poem would. After that, it shows that María has created a piece of art. She made something that meant a great deal to her, the same as a beautiful poem had been written. In conclusion, María is a poem because she is a work of art, she created her own masterpiece.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveals about María (reveals multiple characteristics about María); however, the response does not provide two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In “Who Are You Today, Maria?” from Call Me María, what does the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveal about María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

What María means when she says she is a poem is that she does not want to be taken as a joke her outfit means something to her and it shows her personality. Her grandmother knows who she is and she wants her to be the person she is no matter what anyone else says. Since she wants to be HER and doesn’t care what anyone else says she is like a poem because she means something.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveals about María (it shows her personality); however, the response only provides one concrete detail from the story for support (Her grandmother knows who she is and she wants her to be the person she is no matter what anyone else says). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
In “Who Are You Today, Maria?” from Call Me María, what does the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveal about María? Use two details from the story to support your response.

She says “All day at school, I feel elegant. Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of words my grandmother quoted to me: I know who you are and who you may be if you choose. I will say by the way I walk in, head high, that today I am a poem.

**Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)**

This response provides a mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text (“All day at school, I feel elegant. Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of words my grandmother quoted to me: I know who you are and who you may be if you choose.”); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain what the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveals about María as required by the prompt.
In “Who Are You Today, Maria?” from *Call Me Maria*, what does the phrase “today I am a poem” (line 59) reveal about Maria? Use two details from the story to support your response.

- he ware his costumes to school.
- are you gowing to walk a round.

**Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)**

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (*he ware his costumes to school. are you gowing to walk a round*).
In “Who Are You Today, Maria?” from *Call Me Maria*, what does the phrase "today I am a poem" (line 59) reveal about Maria? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The phrase "today I am a poem" means that there is a day where you can show who you really are and today she chose to be a poem because maybe she likes poems.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt (*The phrase “today I am a poem” means that there is a day where you can show who you really are and today she chose to be a poem because maybe she likes poems*).
Excerpt from *The Watcher*

by James Howe

Evan hated Holden Caulfield. Really hated him. Maybe he was only a character in a
book but to Evan he felt real, like one of those people you get stuck sitting next to on an
airplane and they won't shut up about their totally unfascinating lives. Evan could in no
way understand why his father had been shoving this book at him for the entire past year,
insisting he read it, telling him it was one of the most important books of the
twentieth century. His father got like that sometimes.

He decided to read it anyway. He'd seen it on his freshman reading list so he figured
why not get it over with and get his father off his back at the same time. Two birds,
one stone. In a weak moment, he'd admitted to his father that he hated Holden with a
passion, and his father had given him this solemn look and said, "My guess is that this
book is touching something deep inside you, Evan." To which he'd said, "Yeah, right, Dad."
But sometimes in the middle of the night when he couldn't sleep, Evan wondered if maybe
what his father said was true.

He was down at the beach reading the book one Friday afternoon when someone
came up and said *hey* and asked if he wanted to hang out. It was Shane, one of what Evan
referred to as the "boys in black." Evan often labeled people. He liked to think this was the
product of a creative mind, but his best friend last year in eighth grade, right before he
stopped being his best friend, had told Evan he thought he was basically a snob. Which
Evan knew for a certifiable fact wasn't true, although no matter how many times he
replayed the conversation in his head he couldn't come up with what he was, if he wasn't
a snob.

The boys in black had caught Evan's attention the first week he and his family were
out at the beach house. It was five o'clock, and like every other day at five o'clock, after the
lifeguards blew their whistles and waved their arms to let everybody know they were
going off duty, little kids in bunches, Callie¹ included, ran to the abandoned lifeguard
stand to clamber to the top, hurl themselves off onto the huge pile of sand at the base,
then repeat the process over and over until they were called away for dinner.

"Watch me, Evan!" Callie shouted. Evan watched, at the same time keeping an eye on
the retreating figure of the lifeguard named Chris who secretly Evan thought was the

¹ Callie: Evan's younger sister
coolest guy on the beach. Who secretly Evan wished he could be. Evan admired Chris’s mirrored sunglasses and had decided he was going over to Fair Harbor one of these days to get a pair just like them. The only question was whether he’d have the nerve to wear them to the beach, although he wasn’t sure why this was even a question.

Evan was imagining himself sitting up on top of the lifeguard stand in his mirrored sunglasses, twirling a whistle cord around his index finger and looking seriously cool, when five boys in black wet suits, shiny and smug as coats of fresh paint, raced past and plunged into the water. Once in, they pulled themselves onto their surfboards and paddled furiously over and through the rolling waves, calling to each other all the while like crows cawing. Everything about them worked together as one: their bodies, their suits, their boards, the water, their coded calls. Evan wished he could be out there with them, envying not their surfboards but their ease with themselves and one another.

He saw them other times after that, other places. Sometimes there’d be just one of them, eating an ice cream out in front of the all-purpose store in town, or two of them, with fishing poles in hand, headed for the bay. But most times he saw all five, moving shoulder-to-shoulder along the boardwalks, a basketball in constant play, looking, in their high-style shorts and ankle bracelets and backward baseball caps, like a pack of Gap-ad Huckleberry Finns.

At the beginning of their vacation his mother had been bugging him. “Why don’t you make some friends, Evan? Those boys, you know the ones I mean, they look nice, don’t you think?” He had come up with reasons, then excuses, and finally had just ignored his mother until she backed off.

Then there he was, hearing somebody say hey, and looking up at this tall, tightly muscled kid with shoulder-length dirty-blond hair whom he recognized immediately as the one he’d heard the others call Shane.

“I see you sittin’ here,” Shane said, squinting down at Evan. “How come you’re always sittin’ here reading?”

“I’m not always reading.”

“I never see you in the water.”

“I go in the water. Maybe not when you’re looking.”

Evan’s cheeks were hot. He prayed that his mother, stretched out on a towel several feet behind him, was plugged into her music or one of those meditation tapes she was always listening to these days and wasn’t paying attention to this conversation.

“So what’s your name?” he heard Shane ask.

“Evan. What’s yours?”

“Shane,” Shane said in a bored voice. “So you want to hang out? I mean, you know, you want to hang out?”

“I guess,” Evan said. His eyes were level with Shane’s knees. He noticed now many pink scars and scabs dotted the landscape of the other boy’s sunbrown legs. He imagined all the falls and mishaps it must have taken to create so many scars and felt a deep sense of shame that at fourteen his own body revealed so little history.
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Possible Exemplary Response:
Lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story by revealing that Evan is a snob and labels people. In lines 14 through 21, it is revealed that this behavior cost him a friendship, when his best friend “stopped being his best friend” because he thought Evan was “basically a snob”. Because of the various reasons why he distances himself from people by labeling them, he seems to be poor at making new friends. Evan’s problems with people connect with the dialogue at the end of the story when he talks with a boy named Shane, whom Evan had previously labeled and disdained. In lines 14 through 21 Shane, “said hey and asked if he wanted to hang out”. Later in the story, Evan is not especially friendly and argues with Shane’s observations about him reading and not swimming much.

Possible Details to Include:
• Other relevant text-based details

Score Points:
Apply 2-point holistic rubric.
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story because it shows how Evan feels. Lines 14 through 21 shows Evan’s internal conflict, which indeed is the plot of the excerpt. Evan’s internal conflict is how his former best friend called him a snob and his try to fight it. In the text it states, "his best friend had told him that he is basically a snob, which Evan knew for a certifiable time wasn’t true!" This text evidence shows that Evan feels his and his internal conflict.

Although no matter how many times he replayed the conversation in his head he could come up with what he was, if he wasn’t a snob.”

This text evidence shows that his try to fight it.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story (because it shows how Evan feels). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt ("his best friend had told him that he is basically a snob, which Evan knew for a certifiable time wasn’t true” and “although no matter how many times he replayed the conversation in his head he could come up with what he was, if he wasn’t a snob.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

In the “Excerpt from The Watcher,” lines 14 through 21 reveal new information about the narrator and provide the narrator with a purpose. The text states: “Evan often labeled people. He liked to think this was a product of his creative mind, but his best friend last year in eighth grade... had called Evan he was basically a snob.” These lines reveal how others view Evan and show Evan’s fierce determination to change. The text continues, stating: “Evan knew for a certifiable fact this wasn’t true although no matter how many times he replayed the conversation... he couldn’t come up with what he was if not a snob.” His rigid perspectives and opinions of himself give Evan a purpose to discover who he really is as the story progresses.

Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story (to discover who he really is as the story progresses). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Evan often labeled people. He liked to think this was a product of his creative mind, but his best friend last year in eighth grade... had called Evan he was basically a snob” and “Evan knew for a certifiable fact this wasn’t true although no matter how many times he replayed the conversation... he couldn’t come up with what he was if not a snob.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
Score Point 2 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story (gets us more familiar with the character). The response provides a sufficient number of concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (“Evan often labeled people.” This shows Evan’s personality because it shows how he looks at and remembers certain people and “…but his best friend last year in eigth grade, right before he stopped being his best friend, had told Evan he was basically a snob.”). This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides a mostly literal recounting of events or details from the text (it shows the main character; Evan’s personality. It also gives you an idea of how old he is: “best friend last year in eighth grade”; and It also lets you know where he was at the moment. As said in the story “he was down at the beach reading a book.”); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Friday afternoon when someone came up and said hey and asked if he wanted to hang out.

But his best friend last year in eighth grade fight before he stopped being his best friend.

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)

This response provides two concrete details from the text for support as required by the prompt (Friday afternoon when someone came up and said hey and asked if he wanted to hang out and but his best friend last year in eighth grade right before he stopped being his best friend); however, the response does not provide a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story as required by the prompt. This response includes complete sentences where errors do not impact readability.
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

This response provides a valid inference from the text to explain how lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story (because Evan will eventually become a big character in the story); however, this response only provides one concrete detail from the text for support (his old best friend calling him a snob and than they are not friends anymore so this line helps us understand the plot).

Score Point 1 (out of 2 points)
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

The lines from the story plot the “Expert from the Watcher” by explaining how the watcher was so confident and how dedicated he was to his work of what he was looking for and trying to look for when he was trying to set up a watch spot for when he spotted animals.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt and is totally inaccurate (the lines from the story plot the “Expert from the Watcher” by explaining how the watcher was so confident and how dedicated he was to his work of what he was looking for).
How do lines 14 through 21 of “Excerpt from The Watcher” contribute to the plot of the story? Use two details from the story to support your response.

Well one thing is that even hated the water because he dad said it reminded him of someone we didn’t like, I made him butt on this friend.

Score Point 0 (out of 2 points)

This response does not address any of the requirements of the prompt and is totally inaccurate (Well one thing is that even hates the water Because he dad said it reminded him of someone he didn’t like).
Maria in “Who Are You Today, María?” from *Call Me María* and Evan in “Excerpt from *The Watcher*” are each affected by conversations with family members. How is María affected by her grandmother’s words? How is Evan affected by his mother’s words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:

- explain how her grandmother’s words affect María
- explain how his mother’s words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response
**Possible Exemplary Response:**

María in “‘Who Are You Today, María?’ from *Call Me María*” and Evan in “Excerpt from *The Watcher*” are each affected by conversations with family members, although the ways that they respond are very different. María is positively affected by her grandmother’s words; Evan is negatively affected by his parents’ words.

María responds positively to her conversation with her grandmother. María’s grandmother says several things that give María the confidence she needs to wear her chosen outfit to school—one which is comprised of different pieces of clothing that represent her closest family members. Her grandmother shows support for María’s plan by giving María her own prized possession, a shawl from her own mother. Her grandmother also says, “I know who you are and who you may be if you choose.” María basks in her grandmother’s witnessing of María as a person and in María’s potential as a human being. Her grandmother’s words give her the confidence to walk into Mr. Golden’s class with her “head held high” and to stand up to anyone who tries to “make fun” of her costume.

Evan’s reaction to his family member’s words are in stark contrast to María’s reaction. In “Excerpt from *The Watcher*,” Evan is bothered by his father’s assertion that maybe a particular character in a book his father has recommended irritates Evan because something about the book touches something deep inside Evan. Evan has trouble sleeping at night because he worries that what his dad has said is true. His mother’s words also bother him. At the beginning of summer vacation, his mother urges Evan to make some friends but he brushes her off to the point of her not mentioning the idea any longer. When he does get an opportunity to make a friend, he is intensely aware of his mother’s presence nearby and hopes she is not listening. In both excerpts, the character’s family members try to help them by giving constructive comments and advice. However, Evan is made very uncomfortable by his parents’ words rather than being comforted and supported by them as María is.

In both excerpts, María and Evan are affected by conversations with family members, though each in radically opposing ways. While María is uplifted by her grandmother’s words, Evan is irritated with his parents’ comments.

**Possible Details to Include:**
- Other relevant text-based details

**Score Points:**
Apply 4-point holistic rubric.
Maria in "Who Are You Today, Maria" from Call Me Maria and Evan in "Excerpt from The Watcher" are each affected by conversations with family members. How is Maria affected by her grandmother's words? How is Evan affected by his mother's words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how her grandmother's words affect Maria
- explain how his mother's words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response

Both narrators, Maria and Evan from "Who Are You Today, Maria?" and "Excerpt from The Watcher" are affected and influenced by their family members. Maria is reminded of her family heritage after a conversation with her grandmother and Evan is influenced to make more friends by his mother. However, as both are affected by their family members, words they read in both positive and negative ways.

In the story "Who are You Today, Maria?" from Call me Maria," the narrator is preparing for a family heritage remembrance day at school. While putting on Maria's costume, the grandmother / [signature] embraces her and
states “I know who you are and who you may be, if you choose.” Along with these words she gives Maria her most prized possession, her mothers shawl. The narrator, Maria is deeply touched by her grandmothers kind gesture and remains positive. She states “All day at school I feel elegant... And when I walk into Mr. Bobles class his eyes ask me “Who are you today, Maria?” I will say by the way I walk in, head held high, that today I am a poem.” Her grandmothers words have reminded Maria of her heritage, and have made her feel proud. She kindly reads to the words with love towards her family and grandmother.

In the “Excerpt from The Whatcher,” Evan a strongheaded and rigid narrator reacts in a negative way towards the words his mother has passed on to him. She stated “Why don’t you make some friends Evan? Those boys... they look nice don’t you think.” Evan views his mothers kind words as “bugging” and states “He had come up with reasons, then excuses, and finally had just ignored his mother...” This shows Evan pays little attention to the helpful words of his mother, choosing rather to follow his own path. Unlike Maria he is more stubborn...
This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Both narrators Maria and Evan from “Who Are You Today Maria and “Excerpt from The Watcher” are affected and influenced by their family members. Maria is reminded of her family heritage after a conversation with her grandmother and Evan is influenced to make more friends by his mother). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (Her grandmothers words have reminded Maria of her heritage, and have made her feel proud; Evan views his mothers kind words as “bugging”; This shows Evan pays little attention to the helpful words of his mother, choosing rather to follow his own path). The topic is developed with the sustained use of varied, relevant evidence from the text (“All day at school I feel elegant...And when I walk into Mr. Goldes class his eyes ask me “Who are you today, Maria?” I will say by the way I walk in, head held high, that today I am a poem”; “Why don’t you make some friends Evan? Those boys...they look nice don’t you think”). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (Both, In the story, Along with, This shows). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary with a notable sense of voice (affected and influenced, positive and negative ways, family heritage remembrance day, deeply touched, kindly reacts, little attention). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (This shows Evan pays little attention to the helpful words of his mother, choosing rather to follow his own path. Unlike Maria he is more stubborn...). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors.
In "Who Are You Today, Maria?" from Call Me Maria and "Excerpt from The Watcher" are each affected by conversations with family members. How is Maria affected by her grandmother's words? How is Evan affected by his mother's words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:

- explain how her grandmother's words affect Maria
- explain how his mother's words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response

Maria is talked to by her grandmother while Evan is talked to by his mother. However, Maria and Evan are both affected differently by the words of their elders.

Evan is told by his mother to try to make friends. This causes Evan discomfort, as he is not as adamant as his mother is on socializing. His and his mother's conversations are strained and awkward as they do not see eye to eye.

Maria's grandmother shares nuggets of wisdom and advice with Maria, such as "I know who you are and who you may be if you..."
choose." These words have a deep effect on Maria, as she harbors a great respect for her grandmother.

Evan and Maria react to his mother's words quite differently than the way Maria reacts to her grandmother's words. It says that Evan "had come up with reasons, then excuses, and finally had just ignored his mother until she backed off." On the other hand, Maria takes her grandmother's words to heart, as evident in phrases from the passage such as, "Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of the words my grandmother quoted to me." This shows Maria's grandmother's words are of great value and reverence to her, much unlike the way Evan shrugs his mother's words off.

While Evan is talked to by his mother and Maria is talked to by her grandmother, Maria actually tries to understand and emulate those words. Evan, however, was uninterested in his mother's suggestions. Maria listened and adhered to advice she received while Evan did not.
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (In “Who Are You Today, Maria?” from Call Me Maria” and “Excerpt from The Watcher”, Maria is talked to by her grandmother while Evan is talked to by his mother. However, Maria and Evan are both affected differently by the words of their elders). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (These words have a deep effect on Maria, as she harbors a great respect for her grandmother; This causes Evan discomfort, as he as not as adamant as his mother is on socializing. His and his mother’s conversations are strained and awkward as they do not see eye to eye; Maria takes her grandmother’s words to heart). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant, well-chosen details from the text (“I know who you are and who you may be if you choose’; It says that Evan “had come up with reasons, then excuses, and finally had just ignored his mother until she backed off.’; “Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of the words my grandmother quoted to me.”). This response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (However, such as, These, It says that, On the other hand This shows, While). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate and stylistically-sophisticated language (discomfort, adamant, socializing, strained and awkward, nuggets of wisdom, harbors a great respect, to heart, reverence, emulate). This response provides a concluding statement that is compelling and follows clearly from the topic and information presented (While Evan is talked to by his mother and Maria is talked to by her grandmother, Maria actually tries to understand and emulate those words. Evan, however, was uninterested in his mother’s suggestions. Maria listed and adhered to advice she received while Evan did not). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (as he as not as adamant, Maria listed and adhered).
Grandmother’s words affect Maria by making her take pride in her heritage. One example that suggests this is when Maria tells her grandmother, “I know who you are and who you only let if you choose.” This helps Maria make a change sooner than she knows. She knows she will not be judged for it. Another change that suggests this is when she stays when she walks in 10th grade and the teacher asks her who is she. She will say I am a girl. These show her family pride in her heritage because she is not afraid to show who she really is.

Maria’s mother’s words affect him because he listens to her. One example that supports this is when she tells him to make friends and he finds reasons for him to not make friends. This shows that he is trying to rebel. Possibly because he’s scared. Another example that supports this is when change walks up to him, he thinks loud to
Score Point 4 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Grandmothers words affect Maria by making her take pride in her heritage and Evans mothers words effect him because he tries to find ways to rebel at first then listens to her). This response demonstrates insightful analysis of the text (This helps Maria make a choice easier now that she knows she will not be judged for it; This show her taking pride in her heritage, because she is not afraid to show who she really is; This shows that he is trying to rebel, possibly because he’s scared). The topic is developed with the sustained use of varied, relevant details from the text (“I know who you are and who you will be if you choose.”; when she walks in to class and the teacher asks her who is she, she will say I am a poem; when she tells him to make friends and he finds reasons for him to not make friends). Clear organization is exhibited by the skillful use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (One example, when, Another example, because, at first but then, This shows, That is how). A formal style is established and maintained through the use of grade-appropriate language and domain-specific vocabulary (take pride in her heritage, ways to rebel, influences, her inner Puerto Rican, embraced). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (That is how both Maria and Evan reacted to their family members words). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (effect him).
Maria in "Who Are You Today, Maria?" from Call Me Maria and Evan in "Excerpt from The Watcher" are both each affected by conversations with family members.

In the story "Who Are You Today, Maria? from Call Me Maria," Maria is affected by her grandmother's words. Maria was affected by her grandmother's words because Maria thinks that her grandmother was trying to encourage her, but her grandmother was just trying to make Maria know who she is.

In the story "Excerpt from The Watcher," Evan is affected by his mother because his mother had been nagging him so he ran away from some friends. Evan felt as if she was different.

One detail to support this answer is on line 19, where it says, "Why don't you excuse some friends."
The reactions of Maria and her grandmother is that Maria's grandmother wanted Maria to be her self and where a different clothes and Maria wanted to where something else. In the story, "Excerpt from the Watcher," Evan didn't like making new friends but his mother has always bugging him to get friends. Evan thought he wasn't good as they were.

In conclusion these were why Maria and Evan were affected by their family.

Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (Maria in “Who Are You Today, Maria? from Call Me Maria and Evan in “Excerpt from the Watcher” are both each affected by conversations with family members). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (Maria was affected by her grandmother’s words because Maria thinks that her grandmother was try to embraces her but her grandmother was just trying to make Maria know who she really was; Evan is affected by his mother because his mother had been bugging him so he can make some friends, Evan felt as if she was different). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant, well-chosen details from the text (“Something of mines for your day of being who you are; "Why don’t you make some friends."); Maria grandmother wanted Maria to be her self and where a different clothes and Maria wanted to where something else; Evan didn’t like making new friends but his mother has always bugging him to get friends). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (In the story, because, but, one details is in line, This shows, In conclusion). The concluding statement follows from the topic and information presented (In conclusion these were why Maria and Evan were affected by their family). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (that her grandmother was try to embraces her, her self and where a different clothes, his mother has always bugging him, conclusion).
Maria in "Who Are You Today, Maria?" from *Call Me Maria* and Evan in "Excerpt from The Watcher" are each affected by conversations with family members. How is Maria affected by her grandmother's words? How is Evan affected by his mother's words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how her grandmother's words affect Maria
- explain how his mother's words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response

How Maria’s grandmother words affected Maria is, it made Maria feel more fascinated and passionate about herself. The reason I say this is because, the narrator says that she feels elegant and she doesn’t have interest in what other people say. On lines 516 to 57 it states, “All day at school, I feel elegant. When anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of the words my grandmother quoted to me:”

How Evan’s mother words affected Evan is, it made Evan feel shy. The reason why I say this is because, the narrator says that he is ignoring it and making
up excuses so he won't be able to make friends and be embarrassed. On lines 48 through 49 it states, "his mother was bugging him. Why don't you make some friends, Evan?" Also on lines 49 through 50 it states, "Those boys, you know the ones. I mean, they look nice, don't you think."

How both the reactions of Maria and Evan are different is, Maria has a more positive feelings about it due to the fact she felt passionate and fascinated about herself not caring what people say. Other words Evan has negative feelings due to the fact he begins ignoring and move excuses just so he cannot make friends, as his only and final choice was to make one friend.
Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)

This response clearly introduces a topic in a manner that follows from the task and purpose (How Maria’s grandmother words affected Maria is, it made Maria feel more fascinated and passionate about herself and How Evan’s mother words affected Evan is, it made Evan feel shy and How both the reactions of Maria and Evan are different is, Maria has a more positive feeling about it). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (The reason I say this is because, the narrator says that she feels elegant and she doesn’t have interest in what other people say and The reason why I say this is because, the narrator says that he is ignoring it and making up excuses so he won’t be able to make friends and be embarrassed). The topic is developed with relevant facts and details from the text (“All day at school, I feel elegant. When anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of the words my grandmother quoted to me; “his mother was bugging him. “Why don’t you make some friends, Evan?”; Those boys, you know the ones I mean, they look nice, don’t you think.”). The response exhibits clear organization, with the use of appropriate transitions to create a unified whole (The reason I say this, because, On lines, Also). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (How Maria’s grandmother words affected Maria is, say, mother words, embarrassed).
Maria in “Who Are You Today, María?” from Call Me María” and Evan in “Excerpt from The Watcher” are each affected by conversations with family members. How is María affected by her grandmother’s words? How is Evan affected by his mother’s words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how her grandmother’s words affect María
- explain how his mother’s words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response

Maria’s grandmother’s words affect her by giving her confidence. It makes her proud of herself and what she’s wearing. Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of the words my grandmother quoted to me: “I know who you are and who you may be if you choose.” (lines 56-58)

Evan is affected by his mother’s words by ignoring them and not making friends. He had come up with reasons then excuses, and finally had just ignored his mother until she backed off. (lines 50-51)

Their reactions were different because María listened to her grandmother and Evan didn’t listen to his mother.
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Score Point 3 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (Maria’s grandmother’s words affect her and Evan is affected by his mother’s words and Their reactions were different). The response demonstrates grade-appropriate analysis of the text (Maria’s grandmother’s words affect her by giving her confidence. It makes her proud of herself and what she’s wearing and Evan is affected by his mother’s words by ignoring them and not making friends). The topic is developed with the sustained use of relevant facts and details, with some lack of variety from the text (“Whenever anyone tries to make fun of my costume, I think of the words my grandmother quoted to me: I know who you are and who you may be if you choose.” (lines 56-58) and “he had come up with reasons then excuses, and finally, had just ignored his mother until she backed off.” (lines 50-51)). This response exhibits little attempt at organization. The response does not provide a concluding statement or section. The response demonstrates grade-appropriate command of conventions, with few errors (heself).
In the passages both Evén and María have conversations that affect them with their family.

In "Who Are You Today, María?" from Call Me María, María has conversations with her grandmother and this helps her realise that both of their views on things are very different. On lines 20 and 21 it states: "It is a smile that says, I don't understand, but if it is important to María, I will bear it best I can." This shows how even through her grandmother doesn't get it she copes along with it to make her happy.
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (In the passages both Evan and Maria have conversations that affect them with their family). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (In “Who Are You Today, Maria from Call me Maria” Maria has conversation with her grandmother and this helps her realize that both of their views on things are very different; This shows that even though her grand mother Doesn’t get it she goes along with it to make her happy; Evan’s Dad talks him into reading a book that he didn’t like and realize it just might make sense; This shows that Evan finally realized that the book has a deeper meaning). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence, some of which may be irrelevant (On lines 20 and 21 it states “It is a smile that says, I do not understand, but if it is important to Maria, I will bear it best I can.” and “...Evan wondered if maybe what his father said might be true”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization (In the passages both, On lines 20 and 21 it states, This shows, Both). This response provides a concluding statement that follows generally from the topic and information presented (Both characters learned good lessons from their family just processes them differently). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors that may hinder comprehension (familey, reilize, grand mother, sle, sence).
Maria in "Who Are You Today, Maria?" from Call Me Maria and Evan in "Excerpt from The Watcher" are each affected by conversations with family members. How is Maria affected by her grandmother’s words? How is Evan affected by his mother’s words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how her grandmother’s words affect Maria
- explain how his mother’s words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response

Maria's grandmother affected Maria by looking back where she heard the words from. The her grandmother gave her kisses like if she wants her back toward in her life. Her grandmother loves her and she knows what she'll be.

Evan's mother affected Evan by saying why don't you make new friend and then he ignored her till she backed off. Evan felt mad at her and she said that.

Both the characters are different. Maria wants to know what she will be. Evan doesn't want new friends.
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (*Maria* grandmother affect *Maria* by looking back where she hear it the words from and *Evan* mother affecats *Evan* and Bothe chacters are differnt). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (*The* her grandmother gave her kisses like if she wants her look foward in her life; *Evan* felt mad when she said that; *Maria* wants to know what she will be. *Evan* he dont want New freinds). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence, some of which may be irrelevant (*Her* grandmother loves her and she knows what shell be and by saying why dont you make new freind and then he ignored her til she backed off). The response exhibits some attempt at organization. The response does not provide a concluding statement or section. The response demonstrates a lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors that hinder comprehension (*by looking back where she hear it the words from, make new freind, til, Bothe, chacters, Evan he don’t want New freinds*).
Score Point 2 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not logically follow from the task and purpose (There is an underlying confidence theme in both stories). The response demonstrates a literal comprehension of the texts (Later on in the Story he ends up hanging out with the Boy and This theme can also be seen when she remembers her grandma’s words and proudly says what she is). The topic is partially developed with the use of some textual evidence (“Why don’t you go make some friends...?”; “So you wanna hang out ... I guess Evan said ...”; “I know who you are & who you may be if you choose.” ... “I will say by the way I walk in head held high today I am a poem.”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization, with inconsistent use of transitions (This can be seen, when, Later on in the story). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions (in the Story).
Maria in "Who Are You Today, Maria" from Call Me Maria" and Evan in "Excerpt from The Watcher" are each affected by conversations with family members. How is Maria affected by her grandmother's words? How is Evan affected by his mother's words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how her grandmother's words affect Maria
- explain how his mother's words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response

"Maria in "Who Are You Today, Maria" from Call Me Maria" and Evan in "Excerpt from The Watcher" they each affected by conversations which family members like "who Are you today Maria from Call Me Maria" she show to get affected by having a conversation with her grandmother because she don't feel good talking with her grandmother. A detail from the text paragraphs lines 19 through 20, "Abuela looks at my choices hanging on the door and shakes her head, smiling like".

She did when we went to see the cats. Another detail from the text paragraphs lines 7 to 8.
Scoring Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response introduces a topic in a manner that follows generally from the task and purpose (“Maria in “Who are you today, maria” from call me maria and evan in “Excerpt from the watcher” they each affected by conversations which family members”). The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (She show to get affected by having a conversation with her grandmother because she don’t feel good talking with her grandmother and the two character from the book are different because, Evan mother don’t care of him so he is A boy that don’t know how to be normal with others because he only read in don’t have any friends, maria only want to be herself but her grand mother don’t understand what maria want to be. A detail from the text for maria a paragraph 4 lines 19 to 20 “when I part the clothes in my closet and came out like an actor in a play, Abuela’s eyes open wide.”). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence, some of which is generally invalid or irrelevant (A detail from the text paragraph 4 lines 19 through 20, “Abuela looks at my choices hanging on the door and shakes her head, smiling like she did when we went to see the cats.” and Another detail from the text paragraph 2 lines 7 to 8, “he seen it on his freshman reading list so he figured why not get it over with and get his father off his back.”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization. The response does not provide a concluding statement or section. This response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors (maria, evan, becaus, she show to get different, she don’t).
Maria in “Who Are You Today, Maria” from Call Me Maria” and Evan in “Excerpt from The Watcher” are each affected by conversations with family members. How is Maria affected by her grandmother’s words? How is Evan affected by his mother’s words? How are the reactions of the two characters different? Use details from both stories to support your response.

In your response, be sure to:
- explain how her grandmother’s words affect Maria
- explain how his mother’s words affect Evan
- describe how the reactions of the two characters are different
- use details from both stories to support your response

The grandmothers are alike in the both stories. The granddaughters both have come one who make a great impact on one of their lives. They take it similar and the same or how they take it in to heart. Evan takes it negatively as Maria takes it positively.

The grandmothers words made a big impact on Maria and how she views things. She compares Maria to her mother. Grandma loved her mother alot and she taught that to Maria as did.

Maria, and when Maria walked into school thinking of these words and felt good about herself through the day.
This response introduces a topic in a manner that does not logically follow from the task and purpose. (The grandmothers are alike in the both story’s. The granddaughters both have some one who make a great impact on one of this lifes). The response demonstrates little understanding of the text (The grandmothers words made a big impact on Maria and how she views things. She compares Maria to her mother and Evan and his dad feels a Negative feeling because Evan hates What his dad has told him about the book). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence (when maria walked into school thinking of these words and felt good about herself throwout the day and “its an important lesson”). The response exhibits some attempt at organization (both, and, In the both story’s, but). The concluding statement follows generally from the topic and information presented (In the both story’s Evan and Maria learned similar thing about there loved one’s it wasn’t good for evan but was for Maria and tay learned from it for so en and they had difficulties but they came throw with there loved ones). The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with frequent errors that hinder comprehension (lifes, throwout, tay, for so en).
Score Point 1 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the texts or task (Maria affected by her grandmother’s words is making her feel better and Evan affected by his mother is that to read the book). This response demonstrates an attempt to use minimal evidence, which is generally invalid or irrelevant (that the clothes she wear, suits her and to read the book and it would help on his life). This response exhibits little attempt at organization. The response does not provide a concluding statement or section. The response demonstrates a lack of command of conventions, with frequent errors.
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the texts or task (Abuela knocks on my bedroom door. She has come to my room this morning to watch me choose my outfit for Who You are Day at school). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits no evidence of organization. Response is minimal, making assessment of conventions unreliable.
Score Point 0 (out of 4 points)

This response demonstrates a lack of understanding of the texts or task and is a restatement of the prompt language with no original student writing presented (It affect conversation’s with family members by not listening to what they say. Evan is affected by his mother words because shes always cursing at him). No evidence is provided. This response exhibits no evidence of organization. The response does not provide a concluding statement or section. The response demonstrates emerging command of conventions, with some errors.